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SUMMARY 

Time-use has been the subject of acade•ic study for •ost of this 

century. In recent years, however, this study baa co•e to be of 

•ore than •erely acade•ic significance; the pressing public 

issues of the future of work and alternatives to e•ploy•ent, of 

the application and impact of the new lnfor•ation Technologies, 

of sexual distinctions in the access to work and leisure, are all 

aost helpfully approached through the analysis of ti•e use 

patterns. This project was intended to provide the basis for an 

international collaboration in "time budget analysis", by 

constructing a •ultinational archive of coaparative ti•e use 

data. 

The develop•ent of this Archive is now well underway. We have, 

ao far, agree•ents to deposit fifteen ti•e-budget surveys, fro• 

aeven countries; seven of theee surveys are already processed 

into a fora suitable for co•parative analyaie. We have also, 

through the •ediu• of a working group of the International 

Sociological Association, set up a •echanis• by which new surveys 

may be added to the Archive as they are carried out. This report 

discusses the current world stock of ti•e use infor•ation 

(Section 2), the alternative strategies for a multinational study 

of time use (Section 3), and considers (in Section 4) the sorts 

of time use evidence that could become available without the 
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developaent of an international archive. (Sections 1 to 4 

incorporate the preli•inary report to the European Foundation. 

"International Ti•e Use Comparisons". December 1984). Section 5 

discusses the general nature of the ache•e for a •ultinational 

time budget data collection, and Section 6 outlines the syste• 

for categorisations and coding of variables for surveys in the 

Archive, providing a key to the codebooks of the first surveys 

(which are attached to this report as Appendices). Sections 7 

and 8 provide some exa•ples of analysis (including a first look 

at the issu~ uf activities associated with the reduction of 

working times), and Section 9 contains proposals for future work. 
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1. Why Studv the Use of Time? 

Tiae is the stuff of experience. All activities have position 

and duration; our natural account• of our activities ultiaately 

take the form of "tiae spent in this or that activity". So ti•e 

use is potentially a sort of general social accounting tool, a 

nY~~r!ir~ for describing a society in •uch the same way that 

money may be used for describing the •ore li•ited econo•ic 

subsyste•. What is surprising is that this state•ent should be 

at all necessary: time use data (material fro• ti•e budget 

surveys) is in fact among the less used of the social scientists• 

tools. 

The current importance of studies of tiae use patterns does not 

however rest on this rather diffuse state•ent of tiae as an 

i • port ant sort of social i n d i cat or , t i • e as a !! ~ § n! of a ·t u dying a 

range of disparate •ocial pheno•ena. For a nuMber of reasons, 

the use of tiae is now beco•ing itself the object of research. 

Ti•e use patterns are now e•ergiog as the subject of policy 

concern, for a range of public, corporate and private bodies. 

Let us consider what the interests of these bodies are. 

First and most obvious is the interest in issues connected with 

the reduction of working ti•e. For so•e this is a simple matter 

of job sharing: the reduction of working time leads. assuming 
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that the total aMount of work re•ains constant, to an increase in 

the number of jobs available. Calculations about these so•ewhat 

straightforward consequences of the reduction of hours of work 

obviously need some tiae use information. Much •ore interesting, 

however, are the arguments e•erging, for instance, from acadeaic 

supporters of the 1983 IG Metal strike in favour of shorter 

working hours. These German economists argued that, as well as 

job !h~r!ng, shorter hours of employ•ent •ay also be actually 

work g~n~r~!!ng. Their position relies on the fact that those 

not working •ust be doing so•ething with their ti•e; the new 

leisure activities encouraged by a reduction of work ti•e 

(without a proportionate decline in take-ho•e pay) may be 

expected to produce new employment opportunities in the service 

industries and in those manufacturing industries ancillary to the 

service sector. This then •eans a new focus for ti•e use 

research; finding the consequences of work-ti•e reduction for the 

pattern of non-work activities. 

The second focus of policy concern has less pressing econo•ic 

importance, but has nevertheless a substantial social and ethical 

significance. Women are in general in a disadvantaged position 

in the monev economy; they work, often in gender segregated jobs, 

for less pay and with less hope of career advancement than their 

ruale counterparts. One of the main explanations for this 

disadvantaged status in the workplace is the nature of the sexual 

division of labour within the household. Women bear the major 
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responsibility for the regular and routine domestic work tasks 

within the household irrespective of whether or not they also 

have paid work responsibilities. This aeans that women's total 

of paid plus unpaid (ie do•estic) work tends to exceed •en's. 

And the differential responsibility for the household aeans that 

wo•en aay be (or may be perceived as) less involved with their 

workplace responsibilities than •en. Tiae use data (particularly 

concerning the allocation of time to domestic work within the 

household) are perhaps the most useful •eans for measuring these 

gender inequalities, and for observing their change over long 

periods. 

A third focus of policy concern is rather •ore futurological. 

The new inf~~~~Lion technologies have so far •ade the•selves felt 

•ostly through changes in production processes~ There have 

indeed been a few new products (pocket calculator•, ho•e 

co•puters) for which there were no •arket equivalents before the 

advent of •icroprocesaor cbipa. But in the aaio the new 

technology has been used largely to •ake existing aorta of 

products •ore cheaply (and e•ploying leaa labour). Nevertheless 

there is still hope that the new technologies will begin to have 

a substantial employment generation effect - when genuinely new 

markets for new products (information technology hardware and 

software) begin to emerge. But what are the new products to be? 

Many high technology firms hope for new •arkets emerging froa 

households' use of IT to satisfy their needs for various sorts of 
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services - the develop•ent of tele-ahopping, re•ote and 

interactive educational, •edical and social services, new foras 

of entertainaent and infor•ation services. A •ajor application 

of time use studies is the investigation of the way that 

new-product-related activities aay find their place in the daily 

pattern of household activities. 
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2. The Buropean Foundation Time Use Project. 

The purpose of the European Foundation time use project is to 

organise a collection of data, an Archive, for a nu•ber of 

different countries, which may be used to throw light on these 

three policy question in particular, as well as providing some 

more general social accounting infor•ation. The established 

research instrument for ti•e use study is the "ti•e budget 

survey". Typically such surveys involve two parts: a 

conventional questionnaire covering both standard 

socio-demographic issues and more specialised geographical and 

other household information; and a diary (either for 

self-completion or completed by an interviewer) within which a 

detailed account of activities for a specified period (noraally 

varying fro• a single day to a continuous week, or occasionally 

involving a series of widely separated days through a year) is 

entered. 

This sort of research is enor•ously expensive. Sa•ple sizes tend 

to be large, because of the wide scope for variation in 

lifestyle. The survey instruments tend to be cumbersome, because 

of the very large amount of contextuating infor•ation necessary 

to make sense of the diary material. And the process of coding 

the diary material - normally though not necessarily consisting 

of textual descriptions - and transfering it to machine-readable 
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for•. ia very labour intensive and ti•e consu•ing. The li•ited 

resources •ade available by the Foundation would certainly not be 

sufficient to enable us to carry out any sort of new 

multinational data collection. The last such •ultinational 

tiae-use study was in fact carried out, under the auspices of 

UNESCO, just about twenty years ago (Szalai 1973). But 

!ng1yi~Y~1 national studies have been carried out by •ost 

developed countries within the last decade, and in so•e cases two 

or more such studies have been •ade. It was decided very early 

in the planning of the Foundation exercise that, rather than 

collecting our own data on a •ultinational basis, we would 

atte•pt to construct a •ultinational survey r~!rg!P~£!!Y~!I by 

putting together existing surveys, or the results of existing 

surveys, from a number of different countries. 

Before describing how we have set about this taak it •ay be 

helpful to consider the reasons why we should wiah to be involved 

in •ultinational research in the field of ti•e use. Quite apart 

fro• the noraal attractions of •ultinational intellectual 

cooperation, there are so•e quite specific advantages at this 

point in ti•e. These relate to the previously aentioned s•all 

scale of social science research. Though the history of this 

field stretches back some sixty years, the activities during 

these six decades may perhaps be best characterised as a series 

of promising starts preaaturely abandoned. The field has been a 

graveyard of high expectations - practitioners have seldo• if at 
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all been able to move fro• description of ti•e use patterns to 

analysis of the causes and consequences of these patterns. Yet 

such analysis is now precisely what is required if we are to 

begin to answer the questions posed in the previous section. 

The few experts in the field. and the (in absolute ter•s) s•all 

amount of time budget data available, are now under some pressure 

to make a scientific input to the solution of policy questions of 

the highes• --t"to~sible i•portance. So the special reasons for a 

multinational approach to ti•e use studies at this point in 

history come down to economies of scale. There is only a small 

pool of time budget researchers in any one countryi bringing 

together researchers froa a nu•ber of different countries aay 

have the effect of providing a critical •ass of intellectual 

effort fro• which so•e real advance •ay emerge. And making 

national data available to the international coa•unity enlarges 

every researcher•s supply of evidence. It •ay also be helpful to 

add that while the diversity of instru•ents and aurvey techniques 

among the participating countries does cause soae proble•s it 

also gives so•e very specific advantages. Rach researcher is 

li•ited in the amount of infor•ation that can be collected in the 

questionaire ancillary to the diary; international collaboration 

meons that the individual researcher has access to answers to 

questions (eg concerning possession of particular consumer 

durables or frequency of participation in activities during a 

year) that were excluded for reasons of space from his or her own 

survey. but which nevertheless appear in a survey fro• another 

country where a different choice of questionnaire items was made. 
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There ere · ~Jus ways in which the •ultinational co•parative 

exercise could be worked. The comparison could be operated at 

the level of published or otherwise acquired results fro• 

individual surveys. Or it could be operated through the 

developaent of a co•mon aultinational co•parative dataset -

bringing together the raw data into a single "lowest common 

denominator" for• for re-analysis. The former course of action 

does have some advantages, and indeed some of this sort of work 

has been carried out. Section 4 describes so•e of the results of 

comparisons of ti•e-use patterns in eleven different countries. 

But, as we shall see, data in this for• is not really a suitable 

basis for answering the sorts of questions outlined in the first 

section of this paper, nor is it an appropriate framework for 

gaining the synergistic benefits of international cooperation. 

So, in Section 5 we outline the structure of a new •ultinational 

comparative data set. But first, Section 3 outlines the 

international stock of tiae-budget •aterial fro• which our 

Multinational co•parative data is drawn. 
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3. An International Survey of Ti•e Budget Material. 

Tables 1 and 2 give so•e sum•ary infor•ation about the 

international stock of ti•e budget infor•ation. These tables are 

by no means comprehensive in their coverage; they exclude many 

"special purpose" ti•e budget surveys (covering particular types 

of activity, such as transport or leisure. or particular 

occupational groups, such as teachers or managers). And they are 

probably not exhaustive; so•e i•portant national surveys have 

do~btless been overlooked in the co•pilation of this present 

list. But even in this incomplete for• the tables cover more 

than 50 surveys, for 29 countries. All of the •ajor OHCD states, 

and most of the Warsaw Pact econo•ies, are included in the list. 
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Table 1. 

Country Date Sample Ages Days Organisation 

BHC ________________________________________________________ _ 

Netherlands 

Belgiu• 

France 

Denmark 

U.K. 

1980 

1975 

1965 

1984/5 

1974/5 

1967 

1966 

2700 12+ 

1300 12+ 

2100 18-65 

20000t * 
6650 18+ 

2868 18-65 

2802 18-65 

1963/4 696 "Adult" 

1958 2900 <47, 

1947 1800 <47, 

1979/80 4000 14+ 

1979 

1965 

1975 

1961 

3000 - 16+ 

2500 18+ 

3700 16+ 

16+ 

1983/4 10000 14+ 

1983/4 1300 14+ 

F 

r 

7 

7 

1 

l/7 

1 

1/7 

1/7 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

7 

Soc. Cult. Planbu 

Soc. Cult. Planbu 

Univ. Brussels 

INSBB 

INSHB 

INSBB 

IHSKB 

CBS 

INBD 

INBD 

EMHID 

Hamburg CC 

U. Koln. Munster 

N. Inst. Soc. Res 

N. Inst. Soc. Res 

BBC 

SPRU, RSRC 



Italy 

Other Europe 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Norway 

Finland 

Sweden 

1981 

1974/5 

1971 

1961 

1938 

1979 

1973 

1981 

1979 
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1200 

3500 

700 

2700 

700 

14+ 7 

16+ 7 

25-45 4 

14+ 7 

"Adult" 1 

3900 All 

3000 14+ 

22000 19+ 

45000 14+ 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1980/l 5205 16-74 2/3 

1971/2 3000 16-74 2/3 

1979 7355 10-64 2 

1981/2 3500 9-79 1 

Scot. Count. Co•• 

BBC 

lnst. Coma. Stud. 

BBC/SPRU 

Mass Oba./SPRU 

CNR, U. of Turin 

U. of Rome 

Cent. Stat. Off. 

Fed. Stat. Off. 

Cent. Bu. Stat. 

Cent. Bu. Stat. 

Cent. Stat. Off. 

Swed. Broad. Corp. 

Eastern Europe ----------------------------------------------

Poland 

East Germany 

1978 

1965 

1965 

Inst. Phil. Soc. 

18-65 1 
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Czechoslovakia 1979/80 35000 15-69 

Hungary 

Yugoslavia 

Bulgaria 

Soviet Union 

Far Hast 

South Korea 

Japan 

North America 

Canada 

1965 18-65 

1976/7 27600 15-69 

1965 18-65 

1963 

1965 

1976/7 

1970/1 

1980 

1981 

1980 

1975 

1970 

1965 

1960 

1981 

1971 

12000 18-59 

18-65 

2000 18+ 

3365 5+ 

54500 >10 

30000 >10 

34000 >10 

24300 >10 

170000 >10 

2700 18+ 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

7 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

lnat. Phil. Soc. 

Cent. Stat. Off. 

Rung. Stat. Off. 

Hung. Cent. Off. 

Bulg. Acad. Sci. 

Bulg. Ac. Sci. 

Inst. Soc. Res. 

IRS, (U. of Seoul] 

NHI 

NHK 

NHK 

NHK 

NHK 

Statistics Canada 



USA 

Near Bast 

Israel 
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1975/6 2400 18+ 

1965 18+ 

1-4 

1 

-------~----------~-

SRC, U. Michigan 

SRC, U. Michigan 

----------------------------------------------

1970 3700 18+ 1 Hebrew U. 



Tuble 2 

Country 

BEC 

Netherlp· ~s 

Belgium 

France 

West Germany 

Denmark 

U.K. 

Date 

1980 

1975 

1965 
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1971 

USA 1975/6 Robinson (1978) 

1965 Robineon and Converse (1973) 

Hear Bast 
----------------------------------------------

Israel 1970 Katz and Gurevitch {1976) 

• 
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While this is a very large a•ount of information, it does not 

necessarily provide a very substantial basis for •ultinational 

coMparative research. There is no standard for• for a ti•e 

budget survey; it •ight be helpful to consider the various waya 

in which the design of a ti•e budget survey •ay vary: 

1) It will vary according to the nature of the population 

from which the sa•ple is drawn. Most surveys (though 

not all - see Belloni, 1984) place a lower age li•it, 

and some an upper age li•it for their respondents. Some 

restrict their coverage by other de•ograpbic criteria, 

by, for example, sex (Stoetzel 1948), or •arital status 

(Young and Will•ott 1973). Others still are restricted 

by the geographical region they cover (eg Staikov, no 

date). 

2) Variation according to the sa•pling •ethodology also 

introduces co•plicationa for international co•parative 

purposes. The very substance of a ti•e budget survey is 

the nature of the respondents• activity patterns - and 

the nature of the individual's activity patterns 

determines his or her availability to co•plete the 

survey instrument. The effect of non-response bias in 

these surveys may then be be assumed to vary according 

to the sampling methods (eg quota sampling involving 

knocking on doors in a specified area will produce a 

larger proportion of "stay-at-home" respondents than 

will a more classical postal-addressed based probability 

sampling procedure). 
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3) There is wide scope for variation in the design of the 

tiae-use diary. Activity categories can be precoded, 

either with·a relatively small set of activities (eg 

Sweden 1981/2) or with a very large nu•ber of precoded 

activities (the Netherlands 1980 survey had aore than 

200) - or the activity coding aay be left open. The 

time intervals for recording activities •ay be left open 

(as in the "start time, activity, start ti•e, activity" 

format of 1960s UNBSCO •ultinational study), they •ay be 

fixed as units of 5, 15 or 30 •inutes (or combinations 

of these at different times of the day), they •ay be 

recorded at rando• instants (as in the "beeper" studies 

recorded in Robinson 1978), or they •oy be set against a 

time grid (the diaries used in the NHK Japanese surveys 

Hre particularly attractive examples of this last foraat 

- which is unfortunately best suited to the co•pact 

orthography of ideographic text). The single day 

interviewer-aided recall for•at (the "yesterday" diary) 

is the most co••on, but seven-day self-co•pletion ia 

also widely used, and some of the French atudiea co•bine 

a detailed one day with a less detailed seven day 

structure. 

4) The activity classification schemes themselves vary very 

considerably, and this must be a major stumbling block 

for comparative work. However, one lasting consequence 
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of the UNBSCO work of the 1960s is that the 100-activity 

categorisation used by ita participants has-beco•e 

generally accepted as at least a starting point for the 

develop•ent of new activity coding sche•es. Most of the 

modern surveys pay at least token respect to an unspoken 

principle that new coding structures should be at so•e 

level compatible with the Szalai activity set. Surveys 

also differ with respect to the possibility of multiple 

codings for simultaneously occuring activities, and for 

the opportunity for recording the spatial location of 

the activity, and the company of other people in the 

activity. 

5) The demographic and other questionnaire infor•ation 

ancillary to the diary instru•ent varies very widely. 

Tb~,-G are a few v~riables (age, sex, fa•ily status, 

household co•poaition, years of full-ti•e education) 

which are both obvious candidates for inclusion in the 

questionnaire, and readily coded in a way which enables 

co•parisona with other surveys. There are other 

variables (eg occupation, social class, educational 

status, geographical location of ho•e) which are obvious 

candidates, but without readily available coding systems 

which make international comparisons easy. And there is 

a very wide range of other variables which might be 

included either because of some special subject of 
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interest (eg accessibility of sports or cultural 

facilities) or because of a particular fra•ework of 

explanation for activity patterns (eg •others• 

eaployment history as explanation of daughters• 

e•ployment status). As previously noted this last 

source of diversity •ay be a strength as well as a 

weakness in co•parative research. 

The large number of surveys included in Tables 1 and 2 aight 

potentially he used for comparative purposes in a range of 

different ways. Each of the listed surveys have some published 

results. In principle it would be possible simply to use a 

collection of the published tabulations from each survey as a 

basis for a comparison of time allocation patterns, their change 

over historical periods, and their variation as between countries 

("Strategy 1"). But this procedure would be subject to al•ost 

all of the problems listed above. The variation in the ·age 

ranges covered (see colu•n 4 in Table 1), and the differences in 

the geographical coverage of the aurveya (ao•e of thoae listed 

are entirely urban sa•plea) would •ean that we could not tell 

what part of the variation in time use is due to cotintry 

differences and what part to population. And the great variety 

of different •eanings attached to such coaaonplace teras as "at 

work" or "doing housework" would in any case render any 

comparisons rather less than meaningful. 
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A aecond approach ("Strategy 2") would be to identify the current 

community of ti•e use researchers with current access to raw 

national data, whose data is of sufficient quality {ie 

sufficiently detailed activity coding and adequate 

socio-demographic information), and to request that they co•pile 

special-purpose tables, well specified as to the detail of 

population coverage, and the inclusiveness of activity 

categories. Table 3 lists the national surveys which •ight in 

principle be expected to be included in such an exercise. 

Table 3. 

Netherlands 1980 

Denuark 1975 

Italy 1979 

Switzerland 1979 

finland 1979 

Japan 1980 

USA 1975/6 

France 1974/5 

UK 1983/4 

Austria 1981 

Norway 1980/1 

Hungary 1976/7 

Canada 1981 
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Further information aight reveal that other notional data sources 

{particularly those in Bastern Kurope) aight be added to this 

list. This does leave us with a mini•u• of fifteen countries as 

candidates for a "Strategy 2" •ultinational comparison. And 

indeed researchers in eleven of these countries have agreed to 

take part in such an exercise (described in Robinson, 1984); ao•e 

of its findings are reviewed in the next section. 

But the "Strategy 2" approach is less than satisfactory. 

Answering the sorts of questions outlined in Section 1 of this 

paper requires that we i•prove our fundamental understanding of 

the determinants of time use patterns. Once we have established 

and well-founded hypotheses about the deterainants of tiae use, 

!b~n we may be in a position to specify a small nu•ber of 

standard tables which cast light on our policy probleas. The 

standard tables discussed in the following section are not very 

illu•inating. For the mo•ent we need, not the international 

ti•e-use accounts that would eaerge froa "Strategy 2", but rather 

a uultinational data set that the researchers can interact with 

in an exploratory •ode. This gives us two further options: we 

can can reprocess existing national survey •aterial fro• 

different countries into a common set of categories, so as to 

approximate to a multinational study (Strategy 3); or we can for• 

an international research consortiu•, and specify common 

standards for a new and properly multinational comparative 

dataset (Strategy 4). And in fact, both of these courses of 
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action are now under way: Sections 5 to 7 of this paper describe 

the Strategy 3 exercise initiated by the European Foundation; and 

this research is being conducted in parallel with a Strategy 4 

exercise unde! the aegis of the International Sociological 

Association (described in Harvey 1985). 
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4. Time Use in Eleven Countries: Some Illustrative Examples 

Figure 1 shows an overall picture of the allocation of time, in 

the eleven participating countries, to four basic categories of 

activities. -.I.ab1es giving a more detailed account of leisure 

activities in these 11 countries may be found in Robinson (1984) 

which is the source for Figures 1 to 8. The category "sleep" 

includes also other personal care activities, such as washing, 

dressing, and non-sociable eating. "Paid work" also includes travel 

to work and other activities ancillary to employment such as 

changing into work clothes. "Domestic Work" includes childcare, 

shopping, domestic paperwork and household (and vehicle maintenance. 

"Leisure'' is the residual category; the four categories together 

sum to the 24 hours of the average day for each country. 
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Figure 1 
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The four categories have been quite tightly specified. Yet the 

differences between the various countries are striking. Finland 

bas a little less, and France rather aore, than the average 

amount of sleep. Japan appears to have three ti•ea •ore paid 

work than the Netherlands, and correspondingly less leisure. 

What conatruction can we put on these differences? 

In principle there are three possible sources of variation: 

1) There may be differences related to the •ethod of data 

collection - particular sectors of the population may be 

disproportionately represented in the national samples, 

for example, or differences in the designs of the 

diaries •ay lead to differences in the pattern of 

non-response bias between the countries. 

2) There •ay be real differences in the proportioD's of the 

po~~~ution falling into those particular categories 

which, on the basis of prior theory or evidence 

developed fro• national data, we expect to deter•ine 

time allocation patterns. National differences in the 

proportion of women in paid employ•ent, for example, 

would lead to differences in the balance between paid 

and unpaid work, even if the various national samples 

were otherwise equivalent in ter•s of such 

characteristics as age, sex, social class, household 

composition etc. So international variation in 

aggregate time use statistics •ay reflect differences in 

~2£iQ=~£QnQ!!£_~!rY£!Yr~· 
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3) Suppose, however that we have reweighted the national 

samples so as to dispose of variation due to the 

socio-economic and de•ographic factors that can be 

identified on a national basis - and there still remains 

some variation in aggregate time use patterns. These 

a r . · · ·: '"· J g e n u i n e n a t i o n a 1 t i m e u s e d i f f e r e n c e s , d u e t o 

history, or culture, or current circumstances. They are 

national differences in the 22n~~g~~~2~~ of social 

structural variables - we •ight think of these as 

international differences in !Q£!Q:~~Q~Q!!£_2[Qf~!!~!· 

Some of the national differences in Figure 1 will certainly be 

traceable to the sorts of methodological inconsistencies which 

fall under the first of these explanations. It is, aaong other 

concerns, the likelihood of this sort of inconsistency, that 

leads us to reject "Strategy l"-type international co•parative 

work from previously prepared ti•e use •aterial. The es$ence of 

Strategy 2 is to use nationally-based knowledge of the 

socio-econoaic and demographic variables which deter•ine ti•e-use 

patterns to specify a set of tables which •inimise the variation 

due to both the first and second of these explanations, so that 

the remaining international variation reflects the genuine 

national differences in time use patterns and socio-economic 

processes. (To get a little ahead of the narrative, it is the 

exploration of !hg§~ differences that is the purpose of Strategy 

3; and it is here that multinational research transcends the 

capabilities of national.) 
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So how well does the Strategy 2 approach cope with the variation 

we find in Figure 1? Let us take for example the aggregated 

"leisure" category. National studies show that sex and 

employment status are both important determinants of the total 

amount of leisure time. Figure 2 shows the total of leisure time 

for men, broken down by various employment statuses, for the six 

out of our set of eleven Strategy 2 countries who were able to 

supply this data. 
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r19ure 3 
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It ia i•aediately clear that there ia a atronf croaa-national 

ai•ilarity a•ong these six countriea. The Netherlands still 

eaergea as the aost leisured society, with soaething like an hour 

per day of extra leisure tiae in aost of the aain occupational 

categories. But the other countriea in general cluster rather 

closely together. And aoat iaportant, the r~l!!!Y~ positions of 

the various occupational groups are, with two exceptions, 

constant for all of the countries. Manual e•ployeea aee• to have 

slightly aore leisure than the aelf-e•ployed, and non-aanual 

employees to have slightly •ore leisure than the aanual. The 

unemployed, unsurpriaingly, all have •ore leisure ti•e than any 

of the e•ployed groups. For •en in the workforce, then, we can 

say that e•ployaent status has a strong and internationally 

consistent effect on leisure ti•e. 

But for the reaaining categories, the consistency ia less •arked. 

Students in the Netherlands, the USA and in Canada, all .see• to 

have aore leiaure than even the une•ployed (a total of about 

eighty houra per week). Students in Austria, by contrast, see• 

to have alightly lese leisure than the une•ployed, while thoae in 

finland and Japan have hardly •ore than adults in e•ployaent. 

This contrast ~~r be an exaaple of a "social process" difference. 

Students in Finland and Japan aay find themselves under •uch •ore 

pressure for success than those in the USA, the Netherlands and 

Canada. However it is also possible that this difference 

reflects either a bias in the saapling procedure, or a difference 
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in the inclusiveness ot the tera "student". Si•ilarly, it aeeaa 

likely that the variation in the total a•ount of leisure ti•e tor 

retired •en reflects differences in age-related aa•pling biases 

rather than genuine social processual differences. 

Let us now turn to the equivalent evidence about wo•en'a ti•e use 

(Figure 3). The general shape of the relationships is other 

ai•ilar - with the une•ployed having rather more leisure than the 

e~ployed, and with the same contrast between North A•erican 

students on one hand, and Finish and Japanese on the other. But 

so•e of the differences are instructive. If we co•pare the• 

eEploy•ent category by e•ploy•ent category, •en have 

syste•atically •ore leisure ti•e than wo•en. So as we aight 

have expected on the basis of the national evidence, sex is an 

important structural variablei but though the ~!E!~!!2n of the 

sex effect is constant (ie •en having •ore leisure ti•e than 

wo•en), the scale of the effect is not constant. Another readily 

visible difference between Figurea 2 and 3 ia that the •en's 

leisure ti•e aggregates for each occupational category see• to 

show •ore cross-national ai•ilarities than do the wo•en's. A 

s•all part of this difference •ay be explained by the fact that 

the exclusively feaale •embership of the housewife category leads 

to a smaller number of women (and hence higher standard errors of 

the •cans) in the employed categories. But •oat of this ~~r be 

a genuine international difference in the nature of the division 

of work between men and wo•en. 



Figure 4 tnkea the data fro• Ficurea 2 and 3, expreseing, for 

each occupational category, •en'• weekly leisure ti•e aa a 

percentage of wo•en'a. A certain regularity does e•erge fro• 

this analysis: in alaost every case the aale leisure ia 

substantially higher than the fe•ale. But notice the contrast 

between thia figure and the two preceeding ones. In the two 

preceeding cases, while there were clear national differences, 

there were also siailaritiea; while the absolute mean values for 

the categories certainly differed, there were nevertheless 

international si•ilarities in the patterns of relation a•ong the 

various nations' occupational categories. In figures 2 and 3 we 

have telegraph linea, linea running for the •ost part in parallel 

across the graph; Figure 4, by contrast, ia irregular, with lines 

running in contrary directions, and frequently crossing each 

other. 
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rlgure 4 
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Conaider, for exaaple, the "non-aanual e•ployee•" category. In 

the UK and the Netherlands, aen and wo•en in thia occupational 

group have about the same aaount of leisure ti•e. Men in the 

sa•e group in the USA, Switzerland and Japan however have about 

50' •ore leisure ti•e than woaen in equivalent joba; while 

non-•anual e•ployed French aen see• to have 80' •ore leisure ti•e 

than equivalently employed french wo•en. The variation appears 

even more extreme for aanual e•ployees, and hardly leas extre•e 

for the aelf-eaployed. We •ay suspect that part of the variation 

in the unemployed and reti~ed categories reflect• cross-national 

differences in the sa•pling biases in the various surveys; 

nevertheless, the data as presented shows a reversal in the 

international patterns of ineq~ality. The UK, which is 

consistently among the lower levels of gender inequality for the 

employed groups, beco•es, with Norway, the •oat unequal in its 

sexual division of leisure ti•e for the uneaployed (une•ployed Ul 

aen have •ore than 80' aore leisure then une•ployed woaen); 

France, consistently aaong the aoat unequal for the eaployed, 

becoaea just about the aoet equitable in its division of leisure 

tiae for the unemployed. It is teapting to speculate on the 

reasons for these international difference•; ,~nr present 

purposes, however we need only note that these international 

differences in the sexual division of leisure tiae will clearly 

repay some further research work. 
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So for we have sex and employment status as common international 

determinants of ti•e use patterns. There is however still so•e 

remaining cross-national variation in total leisure time even 

when we control for these variables. Let us briefly consider two 

other variables: household type and age. Household types have 

been divided into four groups: "type 1" households are two person 

households with no children, "type 2" consist of two adults plus 

children, "type 3" consist of single individuals, while "type 4" 

are single adults plus one or more children. Figure 5 shows the 

total amount of free time available to adult members of each of 

these types of boushold in nine countries. Again we find sane 

considerable national variations, Holland, with the most leisure 

overall, having something like ·three hours •ore leisure time per 

day than France, which is the least leisured. 

Dut within these rather large national differences, we also find 

some quite unmistakeable national similarities. The four 

household types have a •ore or less constant cross-sectional 

relationship within each country. In all cases except Norway, 

children seem to reduce the amount of leisure ti•e available both 

to single-adult and to multiple-adult households. And in all 

cases except the USA, the single-adult-no-children households 

have more leisure time than the two-adult-plus children 

households. 
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A similar blend of cross-national differences and similarities 

emerges for the relationship of leisure time to age (Figure 6). 

There is (since the population is identical) the sa•e three hours 

of leisure per day gap between France and Rolland. But 

nevertheless, the cross-sectional relationships are very regular. 

In all cases there is a "U shaped" evolution of leisure ti•e 

through successive age cohorts. In most cases, leisure tiae 

decreases monotonically to the 35-44 age cohort, and subsequently 

increases regularly to the 65+ age groups (the two exceptions are 

France and Switzerland where the 25-34 cohort have the least 

le.isure). 

What emerges from this brief discussion is that the availability 

of leisure ti•e in a wide range of developed countries does see• 

to be affected by a co•aon set of social structural variables. 

The sa•e social structural variables will serve as explanations 

for ti•e spent in a nu•ber of •ore detailed leisure activities 

(see for example Figures 7 and 8), and for the a•ounts of ti•e 

spent in paid and unpaid work. It is however also clear that a 

substantial proportion of the variation in time use patterns 

remains unexplained by this set of social structural variables. 

How much of the variance remains to be explained? And how do we 

set about explaining this remaining variance? The answers to 

these questions require that we move from a "Strategy 2" to a 

"Strategy 3" approach. 
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rlgurt 8 

Televlelon Watching aa 1 Proportion of All Free Tt•ea By Age. 
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5. A Multinational Comparative Dataset. 

The discussions in the previous section should draw the reader's 

attention to soMe of the shortco•ings of t~o. "Strategy 2" 

approach. It is difficult to specify tables of sufficient 

complexity to control for all the social structural variables 

which constitute the common aultinational explanatory •odel for 

variation in time allocation patterns. The brief outline in 

Section 4 suggests that each time use category would need to be 

br.oken down across at least four basic variables (sex, employ•ent 

status, household status, age - and probably in addition 

occupational status and educational level) together with some 

interaction variables (eg sex/employment status combinations) -

in order to identify adequately the structural si•ilarities 

between the countries. The difficulties encountered in 

abstracting even the one- or two-independent-variable breakdowns 

on which the Figures in Section 4 were based suggest that this 

•uch •ore co•plex task is to be avoided if possible. 

Even if these tabulations were accessible, it would still not be 

possible to calculate exactly how much of the overall variation 

in time allocation was explained by the structural variables. 

(Though if the national tables of mean time use broken down by 

the structural variables were accompanied by information about 

the "between" and "within" variances for time use variables this 



calculation would be possible.) And experience suggests that any 

given set of breakdowns of the time use variables immediately 

gives rise to speculations as to the explanation of any re•nining 

unexplained croes-nationol differences. So the initially si•ple 

" S t r a t e g y 2 " - t y p e a p p e a 1 f o r a '" e 11 - s p e c i f i e d s e t o f t i 11 e us e 

breakdowns fro• colleagues in a dozen different countries, very 

quickly escalates into a quite unmanageable iteration of 

increasingly complex and unintelligible demands for ever more 

obscure statistics - and one might expect, ever decreasing levels 

of cooperation from the initially well-disposed colleagues. 

On these grounds alone, we mig~t wish to argue for the "Strategy 

3" approach, attempting to put together 8 multinational 

collection of raw data, to avoid the increP~ 4 ~ 4 !y demanding 

p 1· o c e s s des c r i bed above • But i n f 8 c t there i s 8 • u c h s t ron g e r 

reason. Consider· the sorts of "explanation" for time allocation 

patterns described above, in the context of the ti•e allocation 

issues raised in the first section of this paper - the 

consequences of shorter working time, change in the sexual 

division of labour, the development of new patterns of time use 

as a result of new technological possibilities. Certainly there 

is a sense in which age and sex and occupation and so on 

Q~!~rm1n~ time use patterns. But this is merely cause in the 

'' p o s i t i vis t" sense - 8 s t ron g stat i s t i c a 1 associ at ion be tween a 

pr·esumed "independent" and an assumed "dependent" variable. In 

fact gender does not itself really "cause" behaviour, any more 

than occupation or age or family circumstances do. These are 

merely intermediate variables in rather complex causal processes. 
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The sorts of •odels •ost commonly used in the analysis of ti•e 

budget data involve the use of social structural variables to 

"explain" ti•e allocation patterns, rather in the manner of the 

preceding section. These •odels work adequately where we are 

concerned simply to ~~~~ri~~ behaviour. But the questions 

outlined in the first section of this paper call for more than 

just description. They ask in effect for pr~~!~!!Qg!: "what 

would be the time-use consequences of !h!! policy, of !h~! new 

mode of service provision? To answer such question, it will be 

necessary to •ove forward from the traditional, variance 

explaining, positivist models, to the development of •odels which 

involve some of real processes whereby activity patterns are 

determined. We need to develop models which mirror the complex 

interactions of spatio-temporal constraints, social norms, legal 

require•ents and personal expectations which actually deter•ine 

our patterns of t1•e use. Such models are now in their very 

early stages of development (e.g. Jones, 1983). But they are a 

long way off at present. 

So perhaps even more important than international comparison of 

data, may be the international collaboration of experts, in the 

development of a new generation of time use models. The 

"Strategy 3" approach OUtlined in the next rr ~Lion is intended to 

promote both goals. 
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The essence of the exercise is ai•ply to bring together a nuaber 

of different national datasets, translate the• and their 

codebooks into a single language (Bnglish), •ake the• available 

on one computer software package {SPSS/SPSSX), and reduce thea to 

a common comparative for•at. One additional constraint has been 

adopted: data has been drawn, in the first instance, fro• 

countries in which there exist more than one comparable dataset. 

This for two reasons: it enables us to compare "longitudinal" 

£h~ng~~-QY~r_hi!!Qtif~l_!!~~ against "cross-sectional" 

~!ff~r~~f~!-~~!~~~n_£QY~!r!~!; and it •ay also allows us to 

compare changes over time cross-nationally (which may cancel out 

the effects of national differences in coding systems. 

Rather than a single and finite exercise of comparison, the 

European Foundation project is viewed as an open-ended process of 

research cooperation. It has, so far, four collaborating 

countries within the RRC, and three fro• outside; the 

Netherlands, Den•ark, the UK, France, Norway, Canada, and the USA 

will all contribute •aterial. Table 4 sets out the surveys which 

will eventually be included in this exercise. 
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Agreed to participate: 

Netherlands 1975, 1980, (planned 1985) 

Den•ark 1961, 1975 

UK 1961, 1974/5, 1983/4 

France 1965, 1975*, (planned 1985) 

Norway 1971, 1980 

Canada 1971, 1981 

USA 1965, 1975*, (Planned •id-1980s) 

* indicates data-sets not yet received. 

The Canadian and Norwegian data and the earlier •aterial fro• 

France and the USA were only finally received during Septe•ber 

1985, and the later French and US material has has not yet been 

subaitted. So only the material from the Netherlands, Denmark 

and the UK has been processed; the full data set (other than the 

material from the three planned 1985 surveys) will be ready by 

mid 1986. 
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This exercise is being conducted in parallel with a Strategy 4 

project coordinated by Prof. Andrew Harvey of Dalhousie 

University, on behalf of the Tiae Budgets Working Group of the 

International Sociological Association. The TBWG is developing a 

set of "lowest com•on denominator" standards for the design and 

coding of time budget surveys; the European Foundation data set 

will constitute the historical record of time budget •aterial, to 

be continuously extended by the addition of new material 

collected according to the TBWG protocols. 
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6. The Buropean Foundation Archive 

[This and the following sections will be updated as additional 

material becomes available]. 

The work carried out on each survey in the dataset follows a 

natural sequence, from the initial translation of the codebook 

into English, through the cleaning and mounting of the data, to 

the transformation of the diary material. This last process is 

the crucial element of the current project. 

The essential characteristic of a time budget survey is the 

collection of material about th~ sequence of activities during 

one or more days. We have already seen (in Section 3) that the 

diaries may be collected in a wide range of different formats. 

Dut irrespective of the differences, the central structure, the 

record of a sequence of events with their temporal locations, is 

co~mon to all tiae budget surveys, and it is this that makes the 

current co•parative exercise possible. 

There are a number of different possible ways of handling this 

data. It is possible to use the material directly in its 

initial, sequential form, so that the data tape consists of an 

ordered set of activities, together with the times of their 

occurence. Analyses have in the past been carried out from this 

sort of material; for example Berk and Berk (1979) in the USA 
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have used such a dataset to explore •odel "production sequences" 

for domestic services; and this is the noraal basis for the 

analysis of "viewer availability", as carried out by such 

organisations as the BBC. 

I t w o u 1 d have been p o s s i b 1 e i n p r i n c i p 1 e t r r : ·- "pare each d a t as e t 

in such a sequential form. Diaries recorded with variable length 

time slots (ie in the form "start time I activity I finish time") 

can be distributed into a sequence of fixed intervals (of five or 

fifteen minutes duration). Diaries lasting longer than one day 

can be divided into •ultiple single-day diaries. And indeed 

there may in the longer term be some reason for developing this 

sort of dataset: in the final section we shall see that some of 

the more pro•ising future lines of analysis require data 

organised in this aanner. But for a number of reasons we decided 

against preparing.& co•parative dataset of this sort at this 

point in the project. The great bulk of current time-use 

analysis looks at "aggregated" data (ie total aaounts of ti•e 

spent in particular activities rather than the sequential 

occurrence of activities). Most of the standard analyses use this 

sort of data, so there is comparatively little software available 

for handling the sequential data. And since the whole purpose of 

the exercise is to extend and consolidate an international 

community of researchers, it seemed most sensible to start with 

the data in the form most widely used by the current 

international community. 
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So the data was "decommutated", transforaing the sequence of 

activities in the original diary into a set of totals of ti•e 

spent in each of a set of activity categories. Since soae of the 

surveys covered just one day, while others cover a full week, the 

total tiae in each activity has been recorded in the for• of 

"•inutes per average day"; since a record of the day of the week 

that the diary was kept has been preserved in the one-day diary 

surveys, it becomes possible to compare the one day diaries with 

the week diaries by a relatively straightforward weighting 

procedure. There should of course be a total of 1440 minutes in 

each average day; unfortunately some diaries cover less than 24 

hours - the Danish and the earlier UK surveys for instance aiss 3 

and 6.5 hours respectively in the •iddle of the night. To cope 

with this we have simply added the equivalent number of ainutes 

to the totals in the sleep category. This is •isleading, because 

of inso•nia, shi.ft work, late night TV viewing etc, but with care 

in analysis •oat of these problems can be avoided. (For exa•ple, 

•oat surveys contain a variable indicating ~;~._ ·her the respondent 

is a shift-worker; activity times can be calculated excluding 

night-shift workers, so as to esti•ate the effect of the 

attribution of the •issing night-hours to sleep.) 

The activity categories vary between each survey, and between 

each country. In many cases the activity classifications used in 

the surveys bear a family resemblance to the activity categories 

of the 1960s UNESCO survey. But even in these cases, the special 
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interests of the national sponsor lesd to detailed changes which 

aean small inconsistencies between the daughter classification 

ond its parent. And often (as with the Danish, and the 

BBC-derived British surveys) there is not even this residual 

familial si•ilarity. So we have, perforce, adopted a rather 

per•issive approach to the activity classification, with a 

forty-activity list. which aggregates up further to an 

eight-category activity categorisation. Our intention is to 

atte•pt to aggregate the sequences of activities in the surveys 

to the forty-category level, but recognising that in some 

surveys, some of the more detailed cstegories will have to be 

grouped together. Table 5 gives the activity classifications 

that we have adopted as our nor•, while Table 6 shows the actual 

groupings of activities available for each survey. 



~~--fQr~~!-~Qrh~ 

1) At Work 

) Second Job 

5) Travel to/from Work 

6) · Cooking/Washing up 

8) Odd Jobs 

10) Shopping 

12) Do•estic Travel 

13) Dressing/Toilet 

15) Meals/Snacks 

17) Leisure Travel 

19) Playing Sport 

21) Walks 
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2) Work at home 

4) School/Classes 

7) Housework 

9) Gardening 

ll)Child Care 

14) Personal Services 

16) Sleep/Naps 

18) Excursions 

20) Watching Sport 



22) At Church 

24) Cinema/Theatre 

26) Social Clubs 

28) Restaurants 

30) Listening to Radio 

32) Listening to Music 

33) Study 

35) Reading Papers/Magazines 

37) Conversation 

39) Knitting/Sewing 
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23) Civic Organisations 

25) Dance/Party etc. 

27) Pubs 

29) Visiting Friends 

31) Watching TV 

34) Reading Books 

36) Relaxing 

38) Entertaining Friends 

40) Pastimes/Hobbies 
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Ul •m DAM ISH 
'61, '75, '75, 
'8-4 '80 '64 '75 

r ORfW IIORl 
At wr l AYI AJ raid wrl ror 19 JOT19 
Work 1t hoee AY2 A2 Paid 10rl at hoee TO" JOT6 
Second job AVJ AJ 
School/c hsses AY4 u TOJ24 
Tr1vel to/frDI MOrk AVS AS Travel ie general JRAYU TOT20 

DOti:STIC 11011 
Cooling, .ashing ap AY6 AI, Housettork ( 1014 ( 1014 
Hoosewrk AY7 A7 ( 1014 ( 1014 
Odd jobs AY8 A8 Other prictical worl JOTS 
Gu~ing AV9 A9 Gardening TOT35 
Shopping AYlO AJO Shopping f0f2J TOJ2J 

£rruds TOT22 
Chi Ide are AYll All Collecting children TOT21 
lofts tic tr ne I AY12 Al2 

P£RSOMAL CAR£ 
Jressing,· toilet AYll All Dressiltg, etc. ( 1012 ( TOT2 
Personal services AY14 A14 ( JOJ2 ( TOf2 
~teals, snacls AYJS AIS Eating, drinl!ng TOll JOTJ 
Sltep AY16 Al6 Sleeping 10Jl TOll 

OUTDOOR L£ I SUR£ 
Leisure trnel AY17 AJ7 
hcursions AY18 AlB £Jtursions UCURS 

librlrf TOT26 
Clltural interests TOT28 

Phriag sport AV19 ·Al9 Play or Match sport (SrGITS ( TOTJO 
ldcbing sport A¥20 A20 (SPORTS ( TOTJO 
IAJks AY2l A21 hils fOTJJ 

CIVIC ACTIYHIES 
Churc• A¥22 A22 a.trd TOT27 
Civic organisatioas AV2l A2l ftettings TOT29 

OUT -Cf -1M LEI SUI£ 
Cineta, thutre AV24 A24 Jlteatre, c inru TOf25 TOT25 
Dance, partr, etc. A¥25 A25 [nlertainaent,restaurant ( TOJ34 ( TOTl-4 
Social dub AV26 A'l6 ( TOT34 ( TOT34 
Pubs AV27 All ( TOT34 ( TOTl-4 
Restaurant AV28 A28 ( TOJ34 ( TOTJ4 
Visiting friends AY29 A29 Yisi ting people VISITS 

Yisiting fatily fiJ • .>2 
Visiting non-fatily JOJJ3 

Other out-of-hote 10136 JOT36 
activities 
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r ASS IV£ l £1 StilE 
LislPGing to thr radio AYJO AJO lisleting to thr radio ( TVlAI fftT)( 

W1lthin9 television AVJI All latchieg television ( fVW 
'. 
• .,112 

listening to eusic AVJ2 AJ2 listening to 11sic lOTIO 

ont:R no•• LEJSUR£ 
Study AYJJ AJJ tlole stady l017 JOJJ 
leading books AV34 A34 Reading non-newsplPfr (IUDt«i JOJ9 
IPadiftg p1pers,taga1ines AVJ5 AJS Ieiding p~rs (1£ADMG lOTIO 
leluing AY36 Al6 Resting TOJI7 
ConYUSJliOI AYJ1 AJ1 Together 1ith telr fatily - TO Til 
[Jtertaining friends A¥38 A38 £nlert1iaing guests laSTS 

Fuih gursts JOTI4 
Other 911tSlS JOJJ5 

lnitling, sewing AVl9 m 
Paslites and hobbies AVtO A40 TOll& 1011' 

ot•er ll-hote activities lOT~ TOll& 

Oltt:l 
Mo inforaati01 AYU A41 
Totll lite TOT Total tiee Jlltl HUE 
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The UK and the Dutch surveys correspond quite closely. For some 

purposes it will be possible to use so•e of the more detailed 

40-activity categories for comparison between these countries. 

(It •ight also be worth aentioning at this point that since the 

raw data is also maintained in the Buropean foundation Archive, 

it would also be possible to carry out pairwise co•parisons 

between countries at the original, much aore detailed 100 - 200 

activity classification level.) The Danish surveys, by contrast, 

have much less detail than is nor•al (because of their "precoded 

activity" format), and have been made to correspond at the eight, 

but not the forty-activity level. (In fact the three out-of-home 

leisure activity categories, "~utdoor", "civi6", and "other 

out-of-home", have proved difficult to manage: we are considering 

merging the civic category with the other out-of-ho•e.) 

The business of aatching activity categories between surveys 

raises an issue of principle which has yet to be resolved. The 

Buropean Foundation dataset is coaparative in two quite different 

senses. It is co•parative across nations, and it is also 

comparative across ti•e. And this gives two different, and to 

some extent conflicting, criteria for developing activity 

classifications. Let us illustrate the problem through· the 

Danish example. The 1961 Danish survey had only a total of 19 

distinct activities, where the 1975 Danish survey had 35 

different activity categories. The Danish case as a whole is 

thus only comparable with the general data set at the 8 category 
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level - whereas the Danish 1975 survey could for •oat purposes be 

set against the UK 1974/5 and the Dutch 1975 surveys at the 

40-category level. for the ao•ent, and for the sake of 

simplicity, we have adopted the former procedure, with just one, 

lowest-common-denoainator, activity classification for each 

country. But as this project developes, it •ay well beco•e 

advantageous to maintain the archive in a •ore complex for•, so 

as to allow different levels of detail of comparison for 

different subsets of the surveys. 

Alongside the "what were you doing?" questions that are the 

centre of any time budget survey, diaries often ask for 

information about "other activities", about the location of 

activities, and about other people present or participating in 

the activities. With the saae aotive of keeping the data as 

simple as possible, we have also decided not to aaintain any 

other diary information in the European Foundation Archive for 

the present. 

later date.) 

(Though again this decision E~J'_ ~reversed at a 

The diary-based activity material itself is only a part of the 

data included in time budget surveys. There are four other 

general categories of information. 
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Most closely oiailar to the diary material, is qy~~!!Q~D~ir~ 

Diaries cover only one day, or 

one week, yet activities recur in individuals' lives in cycles 

which might have a periodicity of a few days, a week, several 

weeks, or ~everal aonths. So the picture of daily life which 

emerges from the diaries is in one respect a misleading one; it 

shows the individual respondent participating in only a subset of 

his or her full range of activities. For this reason, time 

budget diary data is frequently accompanied by additional 

questionnaire evidence about longer term activity patterns. 

Single day diaries are difficult to use unless they are 

associated with information about the number of hours spent in 

paid work during the diary week: 7-dey diaries are also usefully 

augmented by information about the respondents' frequency of 

participation in various sorts of recreational and sports 

activities. 
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~~1~~-1~1~~-l~~Q Surveys, codebook analysis 

SPSSX system file NETHX 

1) Demographic variables: 

Sex 
Age or agegroup 
Personal status 
Social economic class 
Whether in full-time education 
Present and expected level of 
educational attainment 

Respondent's position within the family 
Family structure 
Total size of family or household 
No. of people over 12 yrs; over 7 yrs 
Number of children 
Age of the youngest child 
Age of the oldest child 
Number of lodgers 
Whether the respondent is the main 

wage earner for the household 
Work pattern of MWB 
Educational background of MWB 
Work pattern of husband or wife, if any 
Kmplo~ent atatu9 and profession of HoH 
Work pattern of HoB 
No. of days holiday per year 

2) Housing variables: 

Type of housing 
Degree of urbanisation 
Size of municipality 
Province 
Second home 
Access to weekend cottage 
Type of garden 
Own allotment 
Accessability of local public trw1sport, 

long-distance public transport 
Whether respondent is always able to drive 
Location of shops (various types) 
Availability of various consumer durables, 
e.g a fridge, washing machine, car, 
bicycle or caravan, camera, VCR, 
audio tape-recorder, gramaphone, 
sewing machine 

No. of TV sets and reception of 
various television channels 

Cl35 
Cl36 
Cl4? 
Cl90 
Cl53 
Cl54 to Cl61 

Cl38 
Cl39, Cl96 
Cl91 
Cl37 
Cl92 
Cl94 
Cl95 
Cl93 
Cl62, Cl63 

Cl71 to Cl73 
Cl74 to Cl80 
Cl64 to Cl70 
Cl43, Cl44 
Cl45 to Cl47 
Cl48 

Cl85 
Cl86 
Cl87 
Cl88 
C222 
C221 
Cl34 
Cl33 
C229 
C230 
C228 
Cl5 to C21 

Cl97 to C220 

Cl to C8 
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3) Questionnaire reported activities: 

Frequencies of respondent's visits to 
various out-of-home leisure facilities -
e.g theatre, cinema, snackbor, restuarant, 
dance, •~~eum, etc., and their 
general location 

How long since the respondent last 
read a book 

Whether the respondent watches TV news 
and documentary programmes, and how often 

Whether the respondent listens to 
radio news bulletins; is a radio in use 

Respondent's sporting activities 
Respondent's musical activities 
Respondent's hobbies 
Participation in community life 
Respondent's religious activity 
Who usually manages the HH's finances, 

does domestic jobs, handles the shopping 
Domestic jobs: context 
Whether the respondent's workplace varies, 

usual commuting time to and from work, 
whether home for lunch, 
time ordinarily arrives home after work 

Working status each day Sunday to Saturday 
Whether respondent has paid domestic help 

4) Time budget diru·y activities: 

Aggregated activities, 40 categories 
Aggregated time·unaccounted for in diary 
Aggregated total ti•e accounted for 
Aggregated activities, 8 categories 

5) Attitudes: 

Respondent's political preference 

6) Interview data variables: 

Diary keeping week 

C28 to C43 

C26, C27 

C9, ClO 

Cll to Cl3 

C44 to C74 
C75 to CB7 
C89 to Cl21 
Cl22 to Cl32 
Cl81 to Cl84 
Cl40, Cl41, 

C22 to C25 
C88 
Cl49 
Cl50, Cl51 
Cl52 
Cl53 
C232 to C238 
C223 

Al to A40 
A41 
TOT 
PAIDAV, J>a.IAV 
PERSAV , OUTDRA V 
CIVICAV, AWAYAV 
PA~'3:~-,-. HLRSAV 

C231 

Cl89 



Q~.!~!!._!~ codebook analysis 

SPSSX syste. file DANISHX 

1) Demographic variables: 

Survey identifier 
Geocode 
Household number 
Respondent number 
Sex 
Age 
Civil status 
Relationship with householder 
Composition of household 
Number of children in family 
Employment category 
Occupational category 
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Industry respondent is employed in 
m1ether respondent has a second job 
Gross income 1964-1965 
Price-index plan 
Pension plan (1) 
Pension plan (2) 
Number of people in household 
Number of children under 15 and over 7 

"' 

2) Household variables: 

Type of ch~elling. 
Television set owned by household 
Years television set has been owned 
Number of radios in the house 
Type of radios 

3) Questionnaire reported activities: 

SURVEY 
OV4 
OV5 
OV6 
SEX 
AGE 
CIVSTAT, OVll 
RRLHH, OV27 
F~~. OV25 
KIDS 
JOBTYPR, OY16 
OCCSECT, OY14 
OV18 
SRCJOB, OV19 
OY21 
OV22 
OV23 
OV24 
OV28 
OV30 

OV29 
OV49 
OV51 
OV68 
OV69, OV70 

Hours per week worked on main job OV17 
Hours per week worked on sideline OV20 
Church attendance OV37 
Free time, in hours per average weekday OV38 
Time spent reading for pleasure OV39 
Adult education courses OV48 
Frequencies with which respondent 
participated in: reading newspapers, QPAPERS 
entertaining at home, visiting others, QGUESTS, QVISITS 
visits to the cinema, theatre, opera, QCINEMA,QTHEATRE, 

concerts, sporting occasions, 
museums or art exhibitions, 
club or organisational meetings. 

Changes in respondent's interest in TV 
Hours per day spent watching TV 
Previous use of time now spent on TV 
Interest in a range of TV programmes 

OOPERA 
QCONCERT, QSPORT 
OART, 
~ETS 

OV53 
OV54 
OV55 
OY56 to OV67 
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Interest in n range of radio programmes OV71 to OV76 
Whether respondent listens to the radio 

during television broadcasting hours OV77 

4) Time budget diary activities: 

Aggregated activities, diary categories 
Aggregated activities, 8 categories 

5) Attitudes: 

TOTl to MSCBNT 
PAIDAV, ~V 
PBRSAV, OUTDRA V 
CIVICAV, AWAYAV 
P ASSA V, HLESA Y 

Respondents were asked to agree or ATTl TO A.1 f6 
disagree with a series of statements, 
such as: 'I often feel lonely', 
'I dislike much of my work but have 
to earn a living,• and 'I can't do 
much about today's important problems'. 

6) Interview data variables: 

Diary day (i.e. Sunday to Saturday) 
Date of interview 
Month of interview 

WERKDAY 
OV283 
OV284 



~~~!~H-1~7§ codebook analysis 

SPSSX systems file DANISHX 

1) Demographic variables: 

Survey identifier 
Sex 
Age 
Civil status 
Year of birth 
Whether underage 
Social status 
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Relationship with the head of house 
Occupational sector 
Type of employment 

Secondary jobs 

Number of days holiday per year 
Education 

SURVEY 
SBX 
AGR 
CIVSTAT 
NV14, NV339 
NV337 
NV89 
REIJJH 
NV90, OCCSECT 
JOBCAT, JOBTYPB 
HV90 to NV93, 
NV15,NV10l,NV338 
NV97 I NV102 
SBCJOB 
NV261 
NV104 to NV108 
NV138 to NV144 

Church membership NV229,NV230,NV232 
Membership of various kinds of association NV246 to NV253, 

Respondent's gr·oss and net income 
Family's gross and net income 
Nuaber in family 
Number of children 
Number under 18 -years 
Number under 16 years 
l~umber in employment 
Number of incomes 
Ntmber of wa.ge earners 
Fa.ily structure 
Respondent's position in the family 
Data was also collected on the sex, 
year of birth and employment of many 
other members of the fBllily and 
of the household, including the HOH, 
the person li\'ed with, parents and 
grandparents, and up to 7 children. 

2) Housing variables: 

Type of dwelling 
Degree of urbanisation 
Size of local community 
EBA local authority code 
Whether the household possessed 

a tape-recorder or gramaphone 
Approx. number of books owned by 

the family 

NV109,110 
NVlll,NV112 
NVll, NV19 
KIDS 
NV12 
NV20 
NV21 
HV113 
NV22 
NV23, F~CMl 
NV24 
NV16 to NV18, 
NV25 to NV87 

NV114 
NV115 
NV116 
NV330 
NV212 to NV214 

NV225 
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3) Questionnaire reported activities: 

Frequencies with which respondent 
participated in: reading newspapers, 
entertaining at home, visiting others, 
visits to the cinema, theatre, opera, 

concerts, sporting occasions, 
museums or art exhibitions, 
club or organisational •eetings. 

Main method of transport 
Education since leaving school 

Repairs or improvements carried out 
on the family dwelling in the last year 

Questions about the kinds of political 
TV programmes watched in the last month 

Whether the respondent had discussed 
the programmes with various people 

Frequency with which various other 
kinds of programme were watched 

How often radio news and regional 
programmes were listened to 

Whether the respondent regularly visits 
sick or old people, helps the neighbours, 
looks after grandchildren, 
or takes part in the work of associations 

Usual activity on weekday evenings 

QPAPRRS 
QGUESTS I QVISITS 
QCINRMA,QTHRATRE, 

QOPERA 
QCONCRRT, QSPORT 
QART, 
~ETS 

NV136 
NV138 to NV144, 
NV228 
NV145 to NV147 

NV148 to NV153 

NV154 to NV161 

NV163 to NV176 

NV177, NV178 

NVlBl, 
NV182 
NV183 
NV184 
NV185 

When the respondent last went to the cinema, 
and how that film was chosen NV186, NV187 

Whether the respondent has ever been to NV188 to NV201 
a theatre to see a play, ballet, opera, 
and if not, why not 

Theatre club member 
Interest in art _and attendance at 
art exhibitions and museuas that season 

etc. 
NV202 
NV203 
NV233 to NV236 

Visits that season to other •useums NV237 
MUsical events attended in the last year NV205 to NV207 

(folk, jazz, pop) 
Whether the respondent sings or plays, 

and on which instrument 
How often various newspapers are read 
Use of public libraries 
Type of book currently being read 
Church attendance 
Sports practiced in the last year 
Type and timing of main holiday 
Frequency of visits to other people, 
guests entertained in the home 

Frequency of visits to or from the family 
No. of association meetings attended 

in the last month 

4) Time budget diary activities: 

NV208, NV209 

NV217 to NV221 
NV222 to NV224 
NV226, NV227 
NV231 
NV238 to NV240 
NV241, NV242 
NV243 
NV244 
NV245 
NV254 

Aggregated activities, original categories TOTl to MSCENT 
Aggregated activities, 8 categories PAIDAV, DOMAV 

PERSA V, OUTDRA V 
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5) Attitudes: 

CIVICAV, AWAYAV 
PASSAV, HLESAV 

Respondents were asked to agree or ATTl fo ATT6 
disagree with a series of six statements 
(identical with those used in 
the Danish 1964 Leisure Survey) 

Rating the pleasure (or otherwise) of NV137 
nor~~al travel 

Whether the respondent usually feels tired NV258 to NV260 
or bright, or often feels stressed; and 
the main source of stress 

The respondents were also asked whether NV262 
they would prefer more free time or higher 
pay at work, and their preferred form if NV263 
they were offered more free time 

6) Interview data variables: 

Diary day (i.e. Sunday to Saturday) 
Sample batch 1 or 2 
Number of visits, the time and date of 

up to three visits, whether anybody else 
was present, whether there were 
difficulties, and the general result. 

WEEKDAY 
NV340, NV341 
NV117 to NV135 



~-l~! codebook analysis 

SPSSX system file BBC6175 

1) Demographic variables: 

Case identification number 
Survey identification 
Sex 
BBC social grade 
Age in four groups 
School leaving age 
Occupation type 
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BBC family type - includes age of 
youngest child 

2) Household variables: 

ID 
SURVEY 
SBX 
GRADR 
AGBGP6 
SLVG 
OCCUP6 
YCHILD6 

Whether radio or television broadcasts MEDIAG 
were available within the household 

3) Questionnaire reported activities: 

none 

4) Time budget diary activities: 

Aggregate activities in 40 categories 
Aggregate activities in 8 categories 

5) Attitudes: 

none 

6) Interview data variables: 

none 

AYl to AY40 
PAIDAY, DOMAV 
PBRSAV, OUTDRA V 
CIVICAV, AWAYAV 
PASSAV, HLBSAV 



~-1~~ codebook analysis 

SPSSX system file BBC6175 

1) Demographic variables: 

Case identification number 
Survey identification 
Sex 
BBC social grade 
Age 
School leaving age 
Family occupational status 

(i.e. social class) 
Age of youngest child (grouped) 
Respondent's position within 

the household 
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Relationship to the HoH (part 1) 
Relationship to the HoR (part 2) 
Type of household 
Level of economic activity 
Employment of other family members 
Unusual working hours 
Civil status 

2) Household variables: 

Location, by BBC broadcast regions 

3) Questionnaire reported activities: 

none 

4) Ti.e budget diary activities: 

Aggregate activities in 40 categories 
Aggregate activities in 8 categories 

5) Attitudes 

none 

6) Interview data variables: 

none 

ID 
SURVHY 
SEX 
GRADR 
AGE7 
SLV7 
FOS7 

YCHILD7 
HJnlOS7 

HHRBL17 
IDIREL27 
HHTYPE7 
BCONACT7 
FAMEMP7 
SHIFT7 
MARRY1 

REGION7 

AVl to AV40 
PAIDAV, na.1AV 
PRRSAV, OUTDRA V 
CIVICAVj ;:· .. ~:AV 

PASS A V, HLESA V 



~~-1~84 codebook analysis 

SPSSX system file TTB84A 

1) Demographic variables: 

Sex 
Age 
Marital status 
family unit 
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Relationship to interview respondent 
Age at end of full-time education 
Pre-school attendance 
Whether a householder 
No. of people in household 
Household income 
Respondent's occupational classification 
Respondent's employment status 
Whether the respondent has ever had 

a paid job, and, if applicable, 
how long respondent has been unemployed 

Hours normally worked 
Shift work 
No. of people supervised by resp.· 
No. of people at workplace 
Whether selfemployed 
Type of employing orgRnisation 

2) Housing variables: 

How long at that address 
How long in that area 
Type of dwelling 
Type of tenure 
Furnished or unfurnished 
Type of landlord 
No. of rooms 
Use of kitchen (shared or not), 

phone, workroom and garden 
Whether the household owns various 

consumer durables e.g. freezer, 
washing machine, VCR, hifi or stereo, 
home computer, camping equipment 

Whether a newspaper is delivered 
How far it is to the shops, 

the usual mode of travel and 
travel time to get there 

How far to a doctor 
How far the respondent has to travel 
to work, the usual mode of travel. 
and usual travel time 

3) Questionnaire reported activity: 

DEM112 
DEMlll 
DRM116 
DRM114 
DRM113 
DDtllB 
DEM115 
DEM117 
DEM47 
DEM52 
DEM145 to DEM147 
DEM136 
DEH139 
DEM140 

DEM137 
DEM138 
DEM141 
DEM142 
DEM143 
DRM144 

DEM14 
DRM15 
DRM16 
DEM17 
DEM18 
DHM19 
DEM20 
DEM21 to DEM25 

DF.M53 to DEM67 

DEM26 
DEM93 to DEM95 

DEM97 
DKM148 to DEM150 

Who usually does various household chores DEM83 to DEM92 
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e.g. shopping, cleaning, washing dishes, 
washing and ironing clothes, cooking, 
gardening, repairs, bed-•aking 

Help, paid or unpaid, with various tasks DEM68 to DEM82 
e.g. housework, child •inding, 
nursing, gardening, shopping 

Whether the respondent can drive a car 
and ride a motorbike or bicycle 

Whether respondent has a usual pub 
Whether respondent usually buys a paper 
Whether the respondent suffered from 

any of a variety of minor ailments 
in the last week e.g. headaches, flu, 
m1d if so whether they cut down on 

DEM133 
DEM134, 
DEM96 
D007 
DEM162 

DEM135 

to DEM168 

Dh"'Ml69, DEM170 
the respondent's normal activities or 
caused the respondent to stay in bed more 

Whether the respondent suffers from any DKM171, DKM172 
chronic illness, and if so whether it 
limits the respondent's activities 

How often the respondent: uses a library, DEM175 to DEM202 
does DIY and car maintenance, gardens, 
plays team or other sports or indoor games, 
goes to a pub or club, educational classes, 
or a political meeting, visits museums etc., 
eats out, has people to a meal at home, 
goes to a cinema or a theatre or concert, 
knits or sews, brews beer or makes wine, 
sees a doctor, applies for a job, -
goes to church, talks over problems, 
does the household shopping, 
or does oddjobs for love or money 

4) Time budget diary activities: 

Aggregated activities, 40 categories 
Aggregated total time accounted for 
Aggregated activities, 8 categories 

5) Attitudes: 

Whether resp. is happy with own health 
Whether resp. is happy with own life 

6) Interview data variables: 

Length of questionnaire interview 
Interview day of the month 
Interview month 
How interesting the diary had been 
Diary-filling minutes per day 

AVEl to AVE40 
TOT 
PAIDAV, DOOAV 
PERSAV, OUTAV 
CIVAV, OHLAV 
PASSAV, HLRSAV 

DEM173 
DEM174 

DEM103 
DEM104 
DEM105 
DEM203 
DEM204 
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As Table 7 •akea clear, the different surveys contain very 

different sorts of infor•ation in the "questionnaire-based 

activity indicators" category. Some surveys contain no such 

infor•ation (UK 19~1), others contain a great deal of data on 

participation in activities, but relatively little on the 

frequency of participation (the Dutch •aterial). Rvidently •ucb 

of the •aterial in this field will be of limited use for 

comparative purposes. But it will nevertheless be valuable to 

the international research collaboration insofar as the very 

different sorts of questions in the various surveys offer a very 

wide range of possibilities for analysis - a range •uch broader 

than could be achieved from any single survey instru•ent. 

To make any sense of the diary material, it is also necessary to 

collect information about the p~r~QQ~l-~b~r~£1~r!!!!£!_Qf_!b~ 

r~~PQD~~n!!· So•e of the variables which fall under this heading 

are co••on to all the surveys - age, sex, e•ployment status, 

civil status (ie single/•arried/divorced/widowed) and the nu•ber 

of people in the household. And these have natural codings which 

make the• easy to compare across surveys. So•e other i•portant 

categories of the respondents, while they are regularly recorded, 

do not have any natural system of classification, so occupation, 

educational qualifications, and position in the household, are 

rather difficult to compare between surveys, and particularly 

difficult to compare between countries. 
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Another class of information concerns the h2H!~bQl~-~9YiP!~n!_!n~ 

Q!h~r-~~!~ri~!_£h!r~£!~r!!!i£!· One of the:~ajor applications of 

ti•e budget surveys is in the calculation of the value of 

household production; for this purpose it is helpful to know the 

extent of the household's endow•ent with different sorts of 

equipment. The extent of this infor•ation varies considerably 

between the surveys. Also falling within this general category 

of information is the nature of the housing itself - size, nu•ber 

of rooms, facilities - and the household's geogrAphical 

situation, the distance from schools, workplaces, shops, cinemas 

and so on. 

And finally, several of the surveys contain attitude 

questionnaire data, concerning feelings about particular sorts of 

activity, reactions to the task of completing the diary, or •ore 

general questions which may be used to construct indices of 

well-being, life-satisfaction or good health. These are in 

general not co•parable between surveys, but have again been left 

in the Archive material, on the grounds that they add to the 

variety of material available to the co•munity of researchers. 

For the moment the variable names and orderings for each survey 

in the Archive have been left as near to those in the original 

national form as is possible. Tables 6 and 7 may therefor be 

used as a key to the codebooks for the individual surveys, which 

are attached to this Report as Appendices. But in the next phase 

we hope to develope a single system of classification for the 

variables, intended to be be homogeneous across surveys and 

participating countries. 
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7. Examples of Analysis: Demographic Characteristics and 

Activity Patterns. 

To resume Section 5: as of September 1985 the European 

Foundation Ti•e Budget Archive has seven active surveys covering 

Denmark, Holland and the UK. Tapes containing six •ore surveys 

(for Norway, France, Canada and the USA) h~··~ ~ow arrived and are 

being processed; and more surveys are promised - one each fro• 

France, Canada and the USA. Thus the examples of analysis in 

this and the following section are drawn from rather less than 

half of the material that will shortly become available. 

In Section 4 we saw from the "Strategy 2" comparisons that sex, 

employment status, family status and age were all important 

deter•inants of activity patterns - and that these 

characteristics see•ed to have roughly similar effects in each 

country. We are now in a position to examine this proposition 

•ore for•ally. Table 8 provides a nu•ber of statistics fro• an 

analysis of variance of aix •ain activity categories ("out of 

home leisure" in this table co•prises the three categories 

"outdoor', "civic" and "other out of home" in Table 6). For each 

category of activity, the table provides a simple Eta statistic 

for each of the four demographic characteristics, to serve as an 

indicator of their relative importance in deter•ining the amount 

of time devoted to that activity; and a Multiple R-squared 
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statistic indicating the proportion of total variation in th~ 

time use categories explained collectively by the four 

demographic characteristics. (Statistics not significant at the 

.05 level are placed in parentheses.) 
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Table 8 ~~l~!i~_Qf_Y!ri~£!_in_!h~-~~Y~n-~~rY~~~ 
(Simple eta statistics and multiple R2 ) 

SOURCES OF VARIATION 

NETHERLANDS DENMARK BRITAIN 
1975 1980 1964 1975 1961 1975 1983 

PAID WORK 
SRX .55 .60 .22 .31 .56 .55 .28 
EMPWY. STATUS .72 .68 .53 .58 .95 .82 .79 
FAMILY STATUS .14 .09 .05 (. 09) (. 07) .17 
AGE .30 .27 .30 .40 .37 (. 25) .44 
R SQUARED .64 .64 .90 .68 .71 

D~ESTIC WORK 
SEX .60 .62 .52 .48 .64 .65 .44 
RMPWY. STATUS .47 .42 .32 .37 .77 .78 .49 
FAMILY STATUS .27 .33 .19 .16 .25 .25 
AGE .35 .52 .21 .16 .30 .29 .42 
R SQUARED .54 .65 .74 .71 .54 

PERSONAL CARE 
SRX (.15) (.15) .06 (. 08) .21 .14 (. 07) 
HMPLOY. STATUS .33 .31 .26 .26 .44 .23 .38 
FAMILY STATUS .11 .18 .02 (. 06) (. 07) .05 
AGE .20 .20 .30 .29 .27 .16 .30 
R SQUARED .14 .13 .23 .08 .18 

OUT OF HOME LEISURE 
SBX .07 .07 .05 (. 01) .04 .09 .09 
EMPLOY. STATUS .06 (. 05) (. 02) (. 04) .05 (.15) (. 09) 
FAMILY STATUS .15 (. 08) .11 .09 .16 (. 04) 
AGE .21 .22 .12 .16 .26 .32 .22 
R SQUARED .07 .05 .01 .11 .06 

RADIO AND TV 
SBX .18 .29 .12 .02 .09 .09 .24 
EMPLOY. STATUS .17 .19 .13 .16 .17 .16 .30 
FAMILY STATUS .12 .17 .06 ( 0 06) ( .09) ( .03) 
AGB .23 .18 .22 .24 .27 .19 (. 22) 
R SQUARRD .12 .14 .11 .07 .17 

OTHER H<MB LEISURE 
SRX (. 09) .11 .06 .03 .14 (.17) (.12) 
EMPLOY. STATUS .28 .30 .20 .28 .39 .34 .39 
FAMILY STATUS ( .11) .14 .08 .09 (. 09) .10 
AGE .21 .17 .14 .25 .33 .25 .36 
R SQUARED .11 .12 .20 . 15 .21 

ALL LEISURE 
SRX .10 .13 .10 .00 .02 .04 .15 
EMPWY. STATUS .30 .29 .24 .33 .40 .32 .47 
FAMILY STATUS .21 .27 .19 .19 .24 .12 
AGE .31 .32 .22 .26 .42 .29 .42 
R SQUARED .21 .22 .34 .20 .33 
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The activities fall into three groups. First, the two work 

categories, which both show very high levels of explanation from 

the four demographic variables. To some extent the explanation 

is circular: after all "eaployment status" mi~ht be expected to 

serve as a good predictor of hours of paid work. But in fact 

even if we remove the e•ploy•ent status variable, the remaining 

three demographic variables still serve to explain half to 

two-thirds of the variation in paid work time. It does also 

appear that the collective performance of the four variables in 

explaining variation in paid work time has been declining over 

the last two decades. In the case of domestic work time, again, 

more than half of all the variation may be attributed these four 

characteristics. 

Second, "personal care", which includes sleep, washing, dressing 

and eating, shows a very low level of explanation by the set of 

four independent variables. But as we shall see in a •o•ent 

there is in relatively little variation overall in this category, 

sleep ti•e being al•ost constant across groups, and we •ay 

presu•e that any variation is due •ore to physiological than 

social or economic variables. 

And third, there are the leisure categories. The three 

individual categories again show very low levels of explanation 

from the four demographic variables. But consider: we have 

already found high levels of explanation for the work category, 
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and that ti•e devoted to personal care is approximately constant 

across groups. The total of leisure time is the residual. and we 

might expect that the high level of explanation of variance in 

work time will be mirrored by a similar level of explanation of 

total leisure time. So, while the particular sorts of leisure 

have only very weak correlations with the socio-demographic 

categories, leisure as a whole shows rather stronger 

correlations. 

Overall, the analysis of variance statistics in Table 8 show a 

reasonably strong degree of si•ilarity between surveys within the 

same country, and a fair degree of similarity between countries. 

Both in the work categories, where the Eta statistics are high, 

and in the other categories where the Etas are rather low, the 

individual demographic characteristics are seen to have a rather 

si•ilar order-of-magnitude of effect in esc~ ,- rvey and in each 

country. 

The analysis of variance statistics tell us si•ply the !!r~~g!~ 

of the relationships between the sociode•ograpbic variables and 

the time use variables. The statistics in Table 9 give us the 

beginings of a picture of the ~!!~r~ of the relationships. Table 

9 shows "effect parameters" - •ore specifically, unadjusted 

coefficients from a multiple classification analysis. For each 

time-use category, we see first the overall sa•ple mean for each 

survey, and then the "effect" of belonging to each category. So 
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for example, we start with a sample average of 219 minutes per 

day devoted to domestic work in Holland in 1975, and we find that 

the "effect" of being a man is -116 minutes per day, which means 

that the average time spent by Dutch •en in domestic work in 1975 

was 103 minutes {ie 219-116), whereas the average time spent by 

Dutch women was 303 minutes {219+84). (The coefficients 

presented here are "unadjusted" with respect to the other 

sociodemographic variables - that is to say, we cannot add 

together the effects of a sex and an employment category from 

Table 9 to obtain the group mean for a particular sex/employment 

subgroup; but the results discussed in the following paragraphs 

would be hardly affected if Table 9 gave the equivalent 

"adjusted" effect parameters.) · 
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Tlblf 9 ~-~~!~t!~~-!(~_!b~-~~~-~-~Qt~ltl_{~~[!~~ 

~adjustrd ~~djusted !MadjustPd 
1960s 19 lOs J 980s 1960s I 9 70s 1980s 1960s I 9 70s 19805 

PAID *>RI 00t1 snc YORI f'{ ISOMAL CAlf 

llAM fttlthrrlands 164 165 219 '126 653 649 
~naart 247 245 152 134 ~J 
Britain 262 254 216 209 188 210 658 668 6SJ 

S[J 

liN N 118 131 -U6 -1241 -15 -IS 
D 59 84 -92 -71 9 -12 
I 131 109 61 -liB -JOJ -78 -·31 -]0 ·-8 

YOti.N M -85 -92 84 OJ 11 10 
D -59 -85 92 73 

_, 
12 

I -119 -102 -45 lOS 96 59 10 16 6 

£PirtOYIIJfT SJAJUS 
fl II 196 185 -108 -110 -l9 -38 

D 144 158 -57 -57 -l9 -38 
I 185 167 169 -118 -105 -89 -ll -25 -34 

,, M -39 -34 62 74 -6 -4 
I -17 60 -7 
I -92 -67 -45 69 41 89 41 20 0 

liUtP M -164 -87 -25 -n 61 -)8 
I 
I -229 -192 -27 -3 82 15 

MOtlJI M -94 -77 56 l8 20 19 
D -IU -100 57 50 l9 47 
I -257 -244 -143 161 163 77 l8 26 28 

fAftiL Y STATUS (AGE OF YtDIIST CHJLJIIJI) 
10( • -25 -1 -J " 3 -41 

• -13 -18 -JJ -18 3 7 
I 10 -34 l -

(5 I -14 -22 62 7l -14 IS 
I ll lJ lJ JJ -3 -IJ 
I -32 -ss 69 60 l s 

5-14 Jl 20 ' -31 -27 12 11 
I 
I -I 18 J8 -12 -II 

Older M 42 16 -M -55 -I 8 
J 
I 24 -36 -5 
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Afl 
1'-24 II 64 67 -9J -IJS ' 22 

I 88 BJ -49 -J9 -28 -•o 
I 116 5S 65 -117 -82 l 6 

25-49 " 0 -20 4J 60 -u -12 
D 26 72 53 19 -Jl -JJ 
8 9 -8 34 35 lO -7 -I 

50-64 " -51 -57 8 21 16 7 
D 16 22 10 9 9 -2 
I I -I J l 10 -IJ -10 

65 ( If -148 -164 7 20 45 48 
8 -130 -176 JJ 11 67 76 
I -211 -209 -205 26 J2 60 51 

lkladjusted lkladjusted UnadjustPd lkladjusted 
1960s 19 70s 19'80s 1960s 19 70s 1 900s 1 960s 1970s 1980s 1960s 1970s 1900s 

AllAY FROII HOtl: UISURF RADIO AND TELEVISION OHlR HM UISURE ALL l£ISURE 

IDJI He ther I ands 135 122 98 95 185 184 418 400 
Drnaarl 92 JJ2 175 109 IU 17~ 409 417 
lri hin 76 119 96 149 ll2 158 86 90 Ill JJJ lJ9 383 

S£1 
tEll II 7 6 15 22 -9 -12 1l 17 

D ... J 18 2 11 -5 21 0 
I 4 8 10 10 9 26 -IJ -IJ -12 2 4 22 

MOlD II -5 -4 -II -14 7 1 -9 -II 
I 8 -l -18 -2 -11 5 -21 0 
I -2 -· -8 

_, 
-8 -19 10 12 9 -2 -4 -17 

EJtPLOYilll ST AJUS 
n I -l -· -4 ' -32 -38 -» -36 

I 4 -l -20 -16 -JS -tJ -52 -62 
I 2 -4 4 -14 9 -20 -25 -2J -38 -36 -17 -54 

" II I -4 -JJ -22 -4 -10 -16 -36 
I -16 -8 -12 -40 
I -2 7 -8 -12 -6 -n -4 5 -l -19 -17 -49 

UtlliPI 25 12 " 77 42 49 128 ll9 
D 
I 62 33 67 74 42 15 173 117 

MOIIJI II 0 2 0 -I 17 19 17 20 
D -4 9 20 21 35 5.4 52 83 
I -4 -1 -6 24 18 21 38 36 43 58 44 55 
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rAftJLJ SlAJUS (AGl Of Y(MJUSJ CHILDRU) 
MOt£ • 4 -ll 7 -23 12 -17 23 -Sot 

D 19 12 8 s 14 11 42 28 
I 9 J s 21 

(5 N -13 -7 -II -IJ -10 -16 -J4 -36 
D -19 -23 -8 -12 -14 -20 -42 -SJ 
I -14 -4 -19 -4 -8 -2 -41 -II 

S-14 M -4 8 s -4 4 -I JJ 
D 
I -IS 0 -· 0 -8 -7 -26 -7 

Older M 24 8 -6 11 4 14 22 32 
D 
I s 3 10 17 

AGE 
12-24 II 28 26 

_, 
14 -l 5 20 45 

D l6 55 -w -l6 -JJ -22 -17 -J 
I 4l 52 l2 -24 -12 2 -21 -]9 -10 -2 21 24 

25-49 N -11 -10 -8 -8 -9 -9 -29 -27 
I -8 -JO -16 -15 -24 -34 -49 -58 
I -5 -13 -5 -21 -4 -IJ -]2 -· -26 -37 -20 -42 

50--64 • -10 -12 19 ' 18 34 27 29 
D -]0 -26 2 14 

_, 
-]7 -14 -29 

I -10 -15 -16 14 4 -12 J 12 8 7 I -19 

65( N -4 -II 47 45 52 62 95 97 
D -18 -19 55 l7 4J 7J 79 90 
I -14 -32 -a 71 84 51 68 75 73 125 126 116 

79 90 
I 
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The sample means for paid work and domestir ·~ are not 

particularly similar between the countries (though they do show 

an interesting stability across time). It should be remembered 

that this may reflect a number of different possibilities. It 

Ray reflect actual differences of ~~h~Y!Q~r between the 

countries, that, for example, people of a given sex and age and 

employment status do more paid work and less domestic work in the 

UK than in Holland. Or it may reflect differences in the 

PQPHl@!!Q~! - that there are •ore of the sort of people weho do a 

lot of paid work in the UK - or perhaps differences in the 

make-up of the !~!Pl~!· In this particular case the difference 

is partly to be explained by population differences - the 

relatively low level of women's'employment in the Netherlands -

but it is nevertheless likely that a large part of the difference 

is to be explained by differential biases in the composition of 

the samples. (We require so•e further investigation here to 

deter•ine an appropriate scheme for weighting subsa•ples.) 

The sample •eans for personal care, by contrast, show a striking 

stability both between surveys and countries. All of the 

estimates are quite closely clustered around 650 •inutes per 

average day. Only about two-thirds of this total, around 450 

minutes per day, is accounted for by sleep, so the s•all extent 

of variation is quite remarkable. The overall leisure time mean 

for the Netherlands is rather higher than for the UK, balancing 

the difference in overall work times - again, this difference may 

be somewhat diminished by the application of an appropriate 

weighting system. 
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Striking, in Table 9, is the si•ilarity in the pattern of the 

effects of the various sociodemographic categories in the 

different surveys. Table 10 summarises the effects, simply by 

counting the number of parameters with positive and negative 

signs for each sociodemographic category. We can see immediately 

that, as the analysis of variance statistics would lead us to 

expect, age, sex, employment and family status have a very 

regular pattern of effect on the paid work, domestic work and the 

overall leisure category, but a somewhat less regular effect on 

the personal care and more detailed leisure ca~egories. 



1\.; 

Table 10. SIGN DIFFERENCES JN ~A COMPARISONS 

P.~ID WOflK DOMESTIC PERSONAl. OUT OF HOHE 
WORK CARE LEISURE 

-ve --ve •ve ·-ve· -ve -ve +v~ -ve 
SEX 

~1en 7 0 0 7 I 6 6 1 
Women 0 7 7 0 6 1 1 6 

EHPLOYMENT 
STATUS 

Full time 7 0 0 7 0 7 3 ·l 
Part time 0 l) 6 0 3 3 2 4 
llnemp. 0 4 0 4 3 ] 4 0 
Nonemp. 0 6 7 0 7 0 3 4 

FAMILY STATUS 
None I 4 1 4 4 ] 4 1 
": 5 t') 4 6 0 3 3 0 6 ... 
5-14 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 
Older 3 0 0 3 1 2 3 0 

AGE 
12-24 7 0 0 7 4 2 7 0 
25-49 5 2 7 0 0 7 0 7 
50-64 4 3 7 0 3 3 0 7 
65 < 0 7 7 0 7 0 0 7 

NONCONTESTED 
GHOUPS 9 12 3 7 

RADIO & OTHER H<.ro: TOTAL 
TV LEISURE LEISURE 

-+ve -ve +ve -ve +ve -ve 
SEX 

Men 7 0 1 6 7 0 
Women 0 7 6 1 0 6 

EHPLOYMENT 
STATUS 

Full time 2 5 0 7 0 7 
Part time 0 6 1 5 0 6 
Unemp. 4 0 4 0 4 0 
Nonemp. 5 1 7 0 7 0 

FAt•HLY STATUS 
None 4 1 4 1 4 1 
< 5 0 6 0 6 0 6 
5-14 2 1 1 3 1 3 
Older t') 1 3 0 3 0 

AGE 
12-24 ,., 

5 1 6 4 3 ~ 

25-49 0 7 0 7 7 0 
50-64 6 1 5 2 4 3 
65 ( 7 0 7 0 7 0 

NONCONTESTED 
GROUPS 7 7 10 
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So from this preliminary examination of data from the first 

completed contributions to European Foundation Archive, come some 

striking international regularities - and also some very puzzling 

differences. Presumably the low level of explanation of detailed 

leisure patterns fro• the sociodemographic variables, implies 

that other causal variables are implicated. Presumably 

circumstantial factors - household equipment and mobility 

household location and the accessibility of leisure facilities -

are of some importance here; the availability of the very wide 

range of indicators of such circumstantial variables in the 

various surveys in the Archive, means that it provides a very 

fruitful source for future research in this area. 
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B. Exa•ples of Analysis: Changing Work Times. 

So far, little in the way of consistent chr••· in work times has 

emerged froa the surveys (though some aay emerge as •ore •aterial 

is added). But we can nevertheless use the material to explore 

the issue of the effects of shorter working hours, by looking at 

cross-sectional material. That is, we can try to get some 

picture of the effect of shorter working hours, by looking, not 

at changes in work time between historical periods, but by 

looking at differences between activity patterns of people who 

work shorter or longer times at one historical period. 

This form of analysis was in fact identified by A. Szalai, one of 

the progenitors of the UNBSCO •ultinational study, as being of 

aajor i•portance; he suggested that understanding the relative 

"commpressibility" (we •ight prefer to think conversely of the 

sa•e pheno•enon as the "elasticity") of various activities with 

respect to paid work ti•e, would provide the essential tools for 

understanding the process of deter•ination of activity patterns 

(Szalai 1964). Whether or not this is the case, such analysis is 

certainly of great current significance for public policy. Bxtra 

free time, os suggested in Section 1, may enable employment 

generating leisure or domestic production activities; the 

analysis of work time elasticities provides just about the only 

source of information about these possible consequences of 

shorter working hours. 
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Figure 9: Tiroo Use Elasticities, Holland 
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Fi~re 9 (Cont'd) 
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Figure 9 (Cbnt'd) 
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Figure 9 gives an overall view of the differences in time 

allocation of groups working different numbers of hours per week 

in Holland in 1975 and 1980. Some categories of activity are, 

for both men and women, plainly quite incompressible, or 

inelastic, with respect to ti•e in paid work. Personal care, for 

example, stays more or less constant irrespective of the length 

of the working day (this is also the finding reported by Szalai 

in the previously cited article). Perhaps •ore surprising, ti•e 

spent watching television stays more or less constant for a wide 

range of different hours of work. There are some very clear 

sexual differences, however. Most notable is the effect of 

re~uction of paid work: for women, below about 25 hours of paid 

work, each successive hour's reduction in paid work, brings with 

an equivalent (or in 1975 ~Qr~_!h~y-~g~iY~!~n!) increase in the 

quantity of domestic work. Men, by contrast, show only the very 

•ildest of propensities to increase their domestic work with 

decreases in paid work. Instead,. they show a tendency to 

increase ti•e devoted to leisure at home (whereas wo•en treat 

this category as inco•pressible/inelastic). Sl~-~larly, out of 

ho•e leisure ti•e appears •ore elastic for •en than for wo•en. 
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Figure 10: Women UK 1961 
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Figure 10: Men UK 1975 
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rigure 10: Men UK 1961 
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Now consider Figure 10, for the UK. Al•ost the whole of the 

previous paragraph applies to this as well as to Figure 9. 

Television viewing is rather •ore elastic for men than in the 

Dutch case, other at home leisure a little less so. But with 

this exception the two sets of figures are almost 

interchangeable. 

This sort of analysis however has some serious shortcomings. It 

covers the whole population - and there is a wide range of 

different reasons for working shorter hours. A •an may work 

short-ti•e because he is se•i-retired, or unemployed, or takes a 

principled desision to do so. Figures 9 and 10 cover the whole 

of the sample, from schoolchildren to retired people; the 

relative constancy of the proportions in the various activities 

reflect a whole host of differing purposes. We get a rather 

clearer picture of the nature of time-use elasticities by 

looking at rather more sharply defined groups. The following 

sequence of pictures takes, for the sake of exa•ple, •en between 

the ages of 25 and 45; though of course choosing an even •ore 

tightly specified group than this (as for exa•ple wo•en with 

children below the age of 6) would provide us with a 

correspondingly even more sharply defined picture. 
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UK 1975 
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Netherlands 1980 
Elasticity of Domestic Work, Leisure. at Home and Out of Home 
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Figure 11 shows lime-use elasticities for th·,- broad categories 

of activity: domestic work, out-of-home leisure, and at home 

leisure (including both passive leisure end the other at-home 

category). In the Netherlands there is a clear difference 

between the slopes of the different sorts of activities. 

Out-of-home leisure seems relatively elastic with respect to 

reductions in paid work time fro• very long hours down to around 

40 hours per week, but fro• then on remains relatively inelastic, 

at around 2.5 hours per average day. Domestic work, and leisure 

time at home, by contrast, seem to be quite markedly elastic 

throughout the full range of working hours. The UK pattern is 

rather less clearly differentiated; through much of the range of 

hours of work the three classes ·of activity see• to show 

approximately similar elasticities. 

Figure 12 uses exactly the sa•e data, but plots each of the 

activities for the two countries together. There are 

differences, but nevertheless the overall picture is in each case 

very si•ilar for the two countries. Do•estic work and leisure 

taken at home showing the saae elasticity throughout the range of 

work times, out-of ho•e leisure showing a rather lesser 

elasticity overall. Why should out-of-home leisure be less 

elastic? It could be that this reflects the lower disposable 

income of those working shorter hours, making the out of home 

activities, which tend to have monetary costs, less attractive 

relative to the home-based activities which tend to be cost free. 
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The European Foundation Archive has collected •aterial that may 

allow us to answer this question - which has not-insignificant 

implications for the question of whether shorter working hours 

adopted for the purpose of employment creation should be 

accompanied by pay reductions. 
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The curves in Figure 12 are strikingly similar for the two 

countries; there are also some striking differences. Figure 13 

disaggregates the "at home leisure" category into its two 

components. passive and other home leisure. In the UK. passive 

leisure occupies a great deal more ti•e than the other home 

leisure category, and both show a •oderate degree of elasticity; 

conversely, in Holland, other home leisure activities predominate 

strongly over television and radio, which shows so•ething of an 

inelasticity with respect to paid work time over a good part of 

the range. Why should these two countries, whose behaviour is so 

·similar in broad outline, show such marked diffewrences in 

detail? Again, we can hope to use the archive material to answer 

such questions. 
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9. The Next Steps 

This work is obviously at a relatively early stage in its development 

Over the next year, two rather different sorts of exercise are 

contemplated: we must complete the data collection exercise; and we 

•ust also press ahead with the first round of analysis. 

The co•pl~tion of the data collection exercise involves four differen 

sorts of activity: 

1 · Adding material from other countries (Norway, France, and it is 

hoped Canada and the USA) tQ the dataset. This involves, in so•e 

cases, procuring additional raw data (part of the promised survey 

materials fro• France, Canada, and the USA has not yet been 

supplied); •ounting "foreign" data tapes at Bath and reading 

t h e• ; t ran s 1 at i n g code books for t he s '' 1 . , '"r ~ , and w r i t in g the 11 

into SPSSX syste• files; recoding data to give co•patibility 

between surveys at different dates, and between countries. 

2 It •ay also be possible to add •ore recent surveys fro• so•e of 

the countries represented in the sample. France, Holland and 

Denmark are each undertaking new time budget surveys during 1985; 

if this material can be made available, then (given that the UK 

data already includes 1984 material) four of the countries will br 

have three surveys each, giving a good coverage from the 1960s to 

the 1980s. 



3 It •ay also be desirable to relax the requirement that all the 

contributing countries should have more than one survey to 

contribute. While intertemporal (historical) comparisons within 

countries remains a central focus of the research, it may 

nevertheless be desirable to extend the cross national component 

by including •aterial from, for example, Sweden, Germany, and 

Italy, even though they can each only contribute one survey to thP 

collection. 

4 We must also continue the process of renaming and re-ordering 

variables within each survey. We intend to provide a degree of 

.commonality of organisation across the data, so as to ease its use 

and improve the accessibility of the material to other 

researchers. 

We also intend to continue our basic analysis of the data set, 

concentrating •ainly on the issue of the reduction of working time. 

We intend three different aorta of analysis: 

1 We shall continue the sort of basic descriptive work covered in 

Section 7. This sort of work is certainly i•portant in itself, 

since it establishes the basic patterns of si•ilarity and 

dissimilarity between the countries. But it is also a necessary 

preliminary to intertemporal co•parisons, since we must ensure 

that apparent differences in time-allocation between earlier and 

later surveys is a reflection of actual behavioural changes rather 
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than compositional changes in the saaples or populations. The 

analysis of variance and effect para•eter anslyses included herr 

provide the raw material for the weighting procedures necessary 

for making comparisons between surveys undertaken at different 

dates. 

2 We will continue the cross-sectional analysis along the line 

started in Section 8; making inferences about the likely £b~~g~~ 

in life-style that might emerge as a result of reduction in 

working time, from evidence drawn fro• the ~!ff~r~g£~! of 

life-styles between people with shorter and longer work weeks. 

some of the material, it •ay al~o be possible to look at the 

alternative consequences of different styles of reduction of wor' 

time (ie shorter work day vs shorter work week vs shorter work 

year). And this material will certainly enable us to explore th· 

life-style consequences of shorter working life, through the 

co•parison of activity patterns at different stages in the 

life-cycle. 

3 This "cross-sectional" for• of analysis does only allow us to aaJ• 

inferences; the longitudinal co•ponents of our data set however 

allow us to make certain sorts of tests of these inferences. 

Where we have an earlier and a later data set, we can test to ser 

if the cross sectional inferences fro• the earlier period do serv 

to predict the changes between the earlier and the later. The 

evidence as the the quality of cross-sectionally based inference~ 
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- and also our observations as to how changes in tastes and 

options serve to reduce the usefulness of such inferences -

provides a reasonably firm basis for thinking about the likely 

future consequences of work-time changes. 

It is hoped that this work will continue through 1985 and 1986. By 

the end of 1986, both the data preparation and the basic analysis will 

be completed. 

The work discussed so far lies quite solidly within the tradition of 

academic time-budget analysis. But the i•plirAtions of the work 

spread far beyond this academic speciality, and are likely to be of 

major i•portance for a range of 1ssues of public policy. The research 

progra•me of the European Foundation covers a range of issues {"ti•e 

•anage•ent", "the organisation of ti•e", "time and the family") to 

which this progra••e of data preparation and analysis •ay contribute. 

It is intended that this •aterial should be •ade available for use by 

the wider co••unity of researchers into ti•e-related issues. 
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